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We had to cancel the Morocco meet in 2020 due to Covid restrictions that required quarantine when 
returning to the UK. The relaxation of restrictions this summer meant it was looking optimistic that 
we would get back in November 2021. However, late in October Morocco banned flights form the 
UK due to the high infection rates here, so we were stopped again. Last year plan B (and C and D!) 
also failed but this time it worked and 6 of us headed out for two weeks around Leonidio in Greece. 

Leonido is a relatively new areas for sport climbing and still being rapidly developed. It offered 
plenty of routes in the grade 5 and 6 region we were looking for. Routes considered easy and 
suitable for beginners by the guide book writers! Accommodation was found at the Manoleas rooms  
just up the coast from Leonido. 

Derek on Mignonette  

We arrived on Sunday the 7th of November without problems and climbed every day for the next 7 
days at a different crag. Some close to Leonidio and other up the impressive valley to the West. 
Most climbing is single pitch, but with routes up to 40m. The 7 pitch Mignonette offered a nice 



change, finishing on the plateau above Leonidio. Unfortunately this at at 5c+ was the only multi  
pitch route in our grade range. 

Geoff on Mignonette 

Naomi at Skiadianiko  

The second week we had slightly more mixed weather, but only two days were lost to wet 
conditions. A late flight even allowed some of us to climb on the last day while others opted for 
sightseeing near Athens 



The area provided plenty of excellent and low cost places to eat in the evening, including the local 
sea food fresh off the fishing boats. The weather in November was typically a comfortable 18deg, 
and warm enough for swimming after climbing. Most days we were pleased when cloudy 
conditions provided shade for climbing as the sun is still very strong. 

The Manolease was a great place to stay with a very helpful host, and great food. The breakfast in 
particular set us up for a days climbing. 

Although we missed the exciting trad climbing of Morocco, it was a great trip, and we were all glad 
to get away to climb in the sun. 


